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In order to prevent damage to the electrical system due to short circuits and overloads, fuses
protect the individual circuits. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Notice Do not repair fuses and never replace a blown fuse with
one that has a higher amp rating. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new
fuse such as wire, foil, etc. This can cause damage to the electrical system and fire. If a fuse
blows repeatedly, please contact a qualified specialist workshop. Main Page. This website uses
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your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Starter relay, clutch sensor EPB , refrigerant pressure sensor,
mass air flow sensor V6. Pivot motor control unit, trailer hitch, brake booster preparation, trailer
hitch preparation. This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to
understand in an electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the
interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively
recognized in a production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of
damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between
electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also
helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and
implemented while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the
relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or
servicing the device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the
components interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components
physical locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. Porsche Cayenne S Fuse Box show the circuit flow
with its impression rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information
and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used
within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally
include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the
system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical
interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the exact location of

equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be easily
identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. Porsche Cayenne S Fuse Box The layout facilitates communication
between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. Where is the
porsche cayenne s fuse box located? I know where all 3 fuse boxes are but I dont have the
description of whatJustAnswer. Fuse box on left side of dashboard. Seat memory control unit,
seat adjustment switch for left seat. Hybrid engine : High-voltage charger. Hybrid engine :
Battery fan. Hybrid engine: Battery management system, NT display relay, level control unit.
Hybrid engine: Power electronics. Hybrid engine: Spindle actuator. Hybrid engine: Single Power
Pack hydraulic pump , steering. Hybrid engine : Outside sound, interior sound. Hybrid engine :
Air-conditioning compressor. Hybrid engine : Accelerator module. Hybrid engine: Power
electronics, battery fan relay. Hybrid engine : Battery fan relay. Hybrid engine : Service
Disconnect. Hybrid engine: Battery management system. Starter relay, clutch sensor EPB ,
refrigerant pressure sensor, mass air flow sensor V6 Hybrid engine : Refrigerant pressure
sensor. Pivot motor control unit, trailer hitch, brake booster preparation, trailer hitch
preparation. Cigarette lighter, storage tray socket, socket under glove box. Rear sockets, socket
in luggage compartment. Diesel : Power switch. Hybrid engine: Vacuum pump relay. V8 engine:
Rod ignition coil Diesel: High-pressure control valve, high-pressure pump. V6 engine: Rod
ignition coils. V8 engine: Tank vent valve, boost pressure valve, diverter valve, intake pipe
switchover valve, crankcase de-icer. V6 engine: Tank vent valve, electropneumatic converter,
crankcase de-icer, diverter valve, secondary air pump relay, sound symposer Hybrid engine:
Water pump charge-air cooler. V8 engine: Engine control unit, flow control valve. Cayenne
Turbo, Turbo S: Tank leakage diagnosis, secondary air pump relay, electr. Cayenne Turbo,
Turbo S: Valve lift adjuster, camshaft controller, map thermostat. Diesel: Oil level sensor. Hybrid
engine: Control valve-regulated oil pump, flow control valve for high-pressure pump, tank vent
valve, secondary air valve, main water pump valve, E-machine bypass valve Diesel: SCR supply
module, tank evaluation electronics. All engines: Main relay Hybrid engine: Engine control unit.
V6 engine: Electric water pump. Diesel: Power switch. Cayenne, S E-Hybrid, Turbo, Turbo S:
Oxygen sensor upstream of catalytic converter Diesel: Oxygen sensor, Nox sensor upstream of
catalytic converter, Nox sensor downstream of catalytic converter, particle sensor. Years of
production: Porsche has been the name in the automobile industry that is popular for providing
elegance and performance. Porsche Cayenne is a family SUV that is best for the urban
population. Those who want to show their driving prowess prefer this. This SUV is equipped
with breathtaking body works that hold an attractive design. The classy alloy wheels are quite
expensive and have the crux of the vehicle. Apart from this, it is equipped with a class apart
interior and some of the specific attachment to its rear seats. It was launched in , and the sales
started in most of the places in It has gained massive popularity due to its body and elegant
look in the SUV sector. It has a spacious interior that can be used as an urban car that provides
looks as well as performance. Porsche built the first-ever V8 engine vehicle in The first
generation of cayenne is equipped with all the features that make it quite useful on the front of
the body frame, doors, and electronics. The Porsche Cayenne has got a mixed response from
the market. It was a performance-oriented vehicle that had good handling. It is powered by a VW
3. The performance of this SUV is average and can be opted if people emphasize looks and
space. There are some advancements in the successive models that make it quite an urban
vehicle that is equipped with all the features of an ideal sports utility vehicle. It was preferred by
those who look for power-packed performance as well as an excellent looking urban car with all
the advancements. Login Register. Fuse box in Porsche Cayenne is located in the engine
compartment and in the dashboard Fuse box in left side of dashboard No. Ford Fiesta VI - :
Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. Vehicle electrical system control unit, left turn signal light,
right side marker light, left low beam. Vehicle electrical system control unit, left side marker
light, right turn signal, right low beam. Water run-on pump, tank leakage detection, carbon
canister shut-off valve, fan, pressure sensor for air conditioner. Engine components: Cooling air
output stages, carbon canister shut-off valve, pressure sensor for air conditioner, tank leakage
detection, exhaust flap control valve, Hall sensor, oil-level sensor. Honda City helped make
these videos. The video above shows how to check for blown fuses in the interior fuse box of
your Porsche Cayenne and where the fuse panel diagram is located. If your map light, stereo,
heated seats, headlights, power windows or other electronic components suddenly stop
working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Cayenne is experiencing
electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to
check and cheap to change. Some Porsches have multiple interior fuse boxes even the trunk the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your Cayenne is located. The more

electronics your Cayenne has, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple
fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If
you need to replace a blown fuse in your Cayenne, make sure you replace it with one that has
the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Cayenne. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of
their oil. Check your level frequently and top up when necessary. Do you ever get into your
friend's car and notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit. Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Oil level check. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant should perform well
under any condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! Bad odors inside? Check this. Replace brake
lights. Burnt out brake lights increase your chance of getting rear ended - check and change
yours today. See all videos for the Porsche Cayenne. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything Autos helped make these videos. If your convenience
lights, turn signals, seat warmers, stereo, headlights or other electronic components suddenly
stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. The video above shows how to
check and change blown fuses in the engine bay of your Porsche Cayenne in addition to where
the fuse box diagram is located. Fuses should always be the first thing you check if your
Cayenne is experiencing electrical difficulties because they are relatively easy and inexpensive
to change yourself. The more electronics your Cayenne has, the more fuses it has. Some
Porsches have multiple fuse boxes in the engine bay, so be sure to find the fuse s in question.
Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are
linked to the component that is no longer working properly. If you need to replace a blown fuse
in your Cayenne, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown
fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Cayenne. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace brake lights. Burnt out brake lights
increase your chance of getting rear ended - check and change yours today. Replace fog lights.
Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Learn how to jack up your car. A few
key tips will make jacking up your car much safer. Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air
filter cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can cause bad odors. See all videos for
the Porsche Cayenne. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
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Porsche Stability Management, passenger airbag deactivation, brake pedal switch, instrument
panel, engine control unit, airbag control unit, steering column module. Engine control unit
engine management, radiator fans, airbag, clutch switch, instrument panel. Heated rear window
control unit, passenger compartment monitoring, light switch, steering column module. Rear lid
guard light, luggage compartment light, door guard light Rear guard lights. Tank vent valve,
air-conditioning compressor, air-conditioning control unit, intake pipe switchover, crankcase
vent. Cooling air output stages, pressure sensor for air conditioner,tank leakage detection,
exhaust flap control valve, oil-level sensor. Engine existing wiring, secondary air pump Cayenne
, air-conditioning compressor Cayenne , oil-level sensor Cayenne.

